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-_·_This . s-tudy ~~estigate4 the possibility of differenti-al 
. ' 
. processing' by ' the two cerebral hemispheres in recognizing -.· ', 
. . ' 
.the secon~ of two successively ·presented digits. The s~coQd 
. ' ~ 
digit was ~ither norm~lly oriented or else it had been~ 




• • - ' ~ • ,; 'D 
space. A same-different reaction· times task was· used · with 
; . 
three factorially combined within-subjects - variables: Stimulus 
. . ) . . .. .,. . 
• ' J 
. Positi.on (Leitl Right vl.su~l- Fieid) X Ori~nta~i·~n· (N~mal, 
'\ ' 
_ Rota:t~d) ·X Hand (Left 1 _Right) , and one "between._subj~cts 
., 
variable: · Axis of .R_otation (X, Y; Z) . . An -int'#.i:action w~s · ·. 
obtained between _Stirt\Ultts Position and Or;ientation; normal 
' . 
and ·rotated forms were processed e'qually well when presented 
' ' .J "'-· .,.,.,.. ....... . , ~ 
. ' i~ the ieft visual field 1 whereas in the ri'ght visual field . 
~h~re was a significantAiffer~n~e in fa~our .of the normally 
··-
.. '· 
or~erited - ~orms. ~he results indicate that the left and right 
cerebr-al hemispheres may difter . in . how ,they process spatially. 
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. . . 
~nusual compared ~o · other orientational changes. of a visual· 
' I • .. 
. ' . 
st~mulus. · A numbe·r of ·studies. with animals ·(rat,· cat, · · . · 
. . . 
. . . . ./ . 
mon~ey; ,goldfish, . octopus, :-p~geo~} . ~ave ·shown t.l:la~ ~ore · · . /· . . . . . . . . '· . 
e~rors · of discrimination occur between lateral mirror.:..irnage·· 
' ' I • 
. . '. 
· stimulus' pairs than ups,ide-down ·mirror-image pairs (Corballis. 
r.• 
I Jt 
& Beale, . 1970; dver & over, . l967). -Inter6cular transfer -
" 
studies 'i:,y Me.llo (1965, l9.66r .with pig,eons_, and by Noble · 
. . 
. (1968) with monkeys .have indicated t·liat the lateral, mirror-




... • 0 
··'\'· . ' .· \ • 
. \ 
' 
image· transf-ormation is .sp~ciai: negativ~ . lnter.ocular. transfer 
• j • ' • • • , 1 _ - ' 
,,:, 
• .. \ t 6i 
. ' was ·1:ound·, whereas positive interocular transfer occurred 
' , I ~ • • . ' 1., ' ' \ , " 
. · for' up.s~de-down mirror-image pairs, and for .geometricai:ly 
- . 
' · dissimilar forms. Humans show more _errors. and longer 
. -
. . 
rea'6tion: time~ f~r ·lateral than for upside-down mirror- imag~ 
·d~scrimil~at~~~s .(O~~·r ·& o'ver1 · 1967'; · s·~ku;ei· & Hou~i~an, . 'D . 
. j· ; • . . 
. 19Ei8) • . 'It is common,for · young children to 'lat_erally _reverse 
. ' . I ·. 




. . • 
' letters 'and numbers ' in learning tq read and .write, although 
~th~r orlentat·i~nal 1revers~_ls· are r~r,~ly rna~e _(F'rith,. 1·970). 
.. - . . 
I •. • (, ' 
.:.Thl cont~nued- I_'lanif_estati~:m o·f . th~se . re~ers_a~.s is. the . '' 




. t.... . 
I· ~f . every forty children (Ginsburg & Hartw;ick, 1971)~ . \. . 
·-
Q,. . .... . ·. 
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TRere hav~ peen four basic theories px:oposed to c. • , . . I. . . ' 
, . 
account for · p.erfo~ance' difficulties ob.sert·a with lateral. ·. 
. . '\ . 
' • \ • '"'"\- I ' ' 
mi~ror-image discriminatio~s, :including dy 'lexfa. . One is 
. . ' . . 
_bas·ed on ·animal. rese_arch an~ po,;:;±ts a. neurc~logical origin: 
t' • . • ' ' . ' - . ~ • 
the corpus callosum, in combination ~lth the structural 
. . . ' .J . . . ~ : . ~ 
\ ~ 'l • -
?.ilater.al symmetry 'of th~ \~~~febral' ~emisphe.r'es· , · may mediate 
l~t;eral . reve:r;sa.ls .. This ~~~ti occur either ·p~r·c~pt\lally 
or, mnemonica,ll:r· {see Cotballis· an¢1 Beale, 1970 ;. Mello, 1966; 
e .. I ,. 
' I 
· ·. N~bl~1 19~8). ~- Anoth~~K~x:~an~tion ~s that tne ~sis . ~or. · . . . 
-~a;er~ .mirror-i.ma9e. c~nf~sfon _is be~aviou~~l. ·This· argument 
. COUnterS .the preViOUS One 1 SUg_gesting that tp~CUlfari ties-, Of ' 
. . 




. -(Beale and Cor?alli·s,, 1968; Hamilton, ~ieman and Wi~ter, 1·.9) 3) • · J 
o • I • ' .; . \ 
_..: ·A third. e'xplar>.at;ion', directed a_t dyslexics, . difficulties is 
· that "mixed' .. laterality" '· is at· faul·t •. The idea here is that · 
' (" ') , • 'o I 0 <> " ' 0 A 0 
• ~ ' ... ' • • I 
·the ri.ght hemisphere haf?· lateral rnirroi-irnage 'epgrams w~th 
:;. . 
·. · respect to the .. left . and con~usionF · between verid.ical and 
·. . ' '• 
rnir~or-image forms. occur if one" hemisphere ., i s not . :functionC!.~lY " 
domi~ant over the.bther for . linguistic processing (Orton, in 
. ., .. . . . . . ' 
Ingram, 1969) -. A ,fourth "expian'q,tion is that there is a 
' r special' me'cflani srn for 
~ause 1mproper cod1ng 
orientation which malfunctions to 
of orientation (Kolers·, 19_72). · None_ 
, 
~ ~ 
of these ·explan~tions, however, is entirely consistent with 
• • • • ' ' 0 • • 
the evidence •.. The' following discussion ~ill _attempt .to ~ "· 








monocular viewing, with dir.ect visual projections 
? ~I ~ 
from each · · 
~ ' q 
. . 
eye e.:\.ther surgically or nat_urally ~ateralized ~o ohe 
• ! ' • 
cerebral hemisphere. •• • In the ca-se of the pigeon, each ~ye_ · . 
·. 
projects solely to the . contralateral hemisp}1ere naturally;: _ ....  ._-~ . . ··-
• I • ' ~ - ' ~ .. ' • 
howeve;-, 
~ . ~ ,· . .. \ .• 
in mammals the fibers a~ · the optic chiasm must be .\ 
s~ctioned i,n qr~er t'o ~a{eralize i~~ut to one ' hem~sp.here 
- . (in t;.his case, th~ one ipsilateral. to the eye) . In the 
.. . 
. training per~od 7 '. an · animal · is rewa.rded f _or the choice of one 
of t·wo shapes until hi .. s perf.ormance reaches a predetermined 
~i teri~n. In the test pha~~ · that fcrll'ows, the preyiously ~~ 
... 
occluded eye is used and the e'ye previously used in tra-in~ng 
} 
. . . 
is now occluded. . The stimul~ are unchanged, a~~d-~ the task for 
the an.t'mal is to perform -the .' discrimi:hation for which he had_, 
• • • ' () 0 
" I ~ .. I ,#' 
.. previously been trained·. Trials . are either nonrewaqled, or L 
l 
. . 
both shapes yi"eld. reward. P.esi tive int'erocular transf~r is 
evident when the animal respond~ I'!lOre oftez:1. to the ' shape 
. . 
which was rewarded during training, while negative tr-ansfer 
occurs ·if the anima~ ·sh~s a prefer-ence for the previousJ.:y · 
unrewarded shap~ • 
• • . 0 
Normally, positive interocular transfer is anticipateO. 
~ . · -
in this task. T.his is found when the vis~al s~l:muli are 
. f . I 
upsi¢J.e,-down m±rror-iJ?age pairs o~ geome·t:rically dissimilar- · 
visuai fo~ms (Mello, 1966; Noble, 1968). Negative inter-· 
~ ocular ~ransfer is o.P.tained wi_th pigeons' goldfish, . and .• 
~ 





_ m~nkey_s when lateral mirror-image pairs df vis'*al .' st).muli 
are ·used. :(Mello, 196 6: ·Campbell, 19 71; Noble, 1968) . The . . ·) • • 0 
latter i _s not a ~ uuiform finding, however, in that not al.l of / 
. \ 
- r· . 
· ' '· 
f · 
.T 









·. r . . 
'the J:-ateral. mirror-image· pairs yielded· negative tr.ansfer 
. . . 
' . . ' ~ 
·.- ~n -~e,llo ·· s S~!ldY ( 19.66) ' . and,:. the prefer~nc~ ~o:c: the negative 
.  ' ~hape was only evid~nt af~er. the fir~t ·se~eral .trials in . 
"' - th~ monkey · - (~oble; ·1;968) •· .Fur·thermore', ' Hamil to~, .Tiemari & 
.· 
• • • ' • 0 
. ·Brody (1973·). used a matching to sample v~r.iation~of .the 
' . ' . . . ' ,. 
inter-oculal\ transfer test ~nd found positiye transfer for · 
'·. . 
. . . ' _,~ 
· •• upside-down m~rror-imag-e pai:J;S, but chance-level. responding 
'. 
for the lateral. mirror- it:nage pairs . 
.. ' 
·. · ·Mello ~uggested that if there were a ori'e-to'"'one 
. . -: l)- . 
spatial mapping vi'sually for . the ·two ilemi~pheres , . the.n this 
reversal ,coul~ be easily expla.ined as an artifact of inte~­
hemisph~ric .tran's~~r. : . Becaus·e ·the two cerebral hemispheres 
. . . ' , . 
'are lateral- mirror-im?ges with respect 
'! 
.to-_one sp~tial mapping ~ould result in 
. . 
to. ~a.~h otl'i~:~ . oz:te-
~eflection ab~ut & 
' . Noble applied -the 
. 
the ~idline between them (see Figure 1) • 
. . 
same e~plana~ion to, mammals; he further suggest~d that direct · 
optic inform~tion . normally overrides . the indirect (callosally 
. \ . . 
transmitted) ·information, 'so that no~mally veridical inform-
. . . . .· 
I 




Noble suggested_ that this dua~ input 
be in conflict, cabs;ing ' lateral mirror-image·. 
~ difficulties in percept.~ ... ~n. -~ .~ 
Corbal~is & Beale (1970.) have suggested that if · 
.... _,,, .. 
interhemispheric · reversal does occur, then . it is like ly .to, 
. - ' . ~ ,' . . . . . . 
. . 
be at a later te~poral: stage than Nob~e theorized. _r:r~ey 
' - v sugg~st that mirror-reversed memory engrams .are shared." · ·. 
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~otne point after the actuaJ_ percep:t·U'a.l 
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exchange, which would be veridical. They · pointed out that 
-{ , 
. 
thi~ interpretation is compatible with ~he callosal reversal 
~tudies of .Mello and Nob~e . They gather futther support from 
Over and Over (l967) , who found that children had much greater 
difjiculty · ~n a recognition t~sk than a detection task with · 
' ·· 
fateral mirrbr-image stimuli. 
The interhemispheric_ cc;;>mmissures are suspect as the / 
1.....1 • 
• :·:· med"i9tor of these reversals because the,Y .appear .to ~the 
· .. primar~y transmi~~eros of informatiort .pf one . hem~phere ~ 
another. When they are sectioned, interocular tran~fe~M 
•geAerally does· · n~t . occur (Myers, 1961; Npble, 1968; Sperry, 
' . 1961). When the optic chiasm is intact and. the "corpus 
. ' 
' callosum is ~evered, transfer •is pos~ve. In this ~ape, 
input is not lateralized to one or the other . hemisphere. 
T~e only situation in which interocular negative transfer 
. . 
·is found occur~ when lateral mirror-image visual stimuli are 
used, and interhemispheric transfer of inform~tion is .re-
• • • ': I ' 
· quired during testing. 
There ate other-£indings whi~h imply interhemispheric 
transmission of mirror~image equivalence. Unoperat~~ pigeo~s 
. ' 
were t r ained to peck at an.oblique· tine stimulus, qnd a 
generalizat•ion 'gr'adient w.as obtained as the line was rotated 
f 






at the original stimulus and another at its mirror-image . . 
" ' · . ,., . "' ' 
However, birds with sectioned interhemispheric commissures 
•<J 
gave unimodal gradie~ts, with the peak : at the original 
' ' . . 
stimulus orientation (Be~le, Williams, Web~. ter & Corballis, 














> . • 
T., 
One interpretat'ion of these f;i.ndings was suggested 
. . 
originally by Beal~ and Corballis (1968) , who argued 'for 
' .-;. .. 
0 
what, they call' a "be~~ shif.t" notion.· . They founcr that pigeon~ 
~ested,for int~rocular transfer tended to ~avour one side of 
. 
the key over the other' and that the side ··favoured was - usua.lly 
that of the ' seeing eye. In this case, the bird was pecking 
a different 'side of the key for each eye. Beale & Corballis 
( 'I '! 
- (1968) ~oncluded that the extent . to which pigeons lateral~zed 
their pecking determined the extent of in~erocular mirror-
im"age · reversa1. They' further suggested that a pigeon was 
~ . 
only attending to. one side of each stimulus; this means that 
each stimulus line would occupy only an uppe~r a lower 
quadrant of the cir~le in wh~ch it was drawn. When the 
. 
opposite (untrained) eye was used, a~tention was switched to 
·-~ . 
the opposite side of the stimuli~ and the stimulus which had 
. ,priviousiy . occupied; the upper quadrant was now seen in the 
lower_ one, vice-versa for the other stimulus. Thus, if a 
bird was· pec~ing on the basis of quadrant, or the side of a 
' ' . 





The se notions_ have re·ceived some recent support_. 
\ . 
' . , 
Lehman and Spencer (1973)_fo~nd that monkeys w~re ~ix~ting 
I 
rigidly on the center of the· patterns, so that when their 
o_ptic chiasm was sectioned they onl.¥· saw (or attended to) 
. ., 
·-
one half of each stimulus. The side attended would be opposite 
1 , I 
for each visual ~alf-field. These· researchers trained monkeys 
with sectioned· optic chiasma to discriminate monocularly 
" 





between a diamond and a squafe pattern. · 1n the test phase, 
:/ . 
one of the shape~ had a· right-sided resemblance to the 
.. 
·previously rewarded square, and a left-sided resemblance to · 
-· ,J ~ . 
the die3:mond .(termed "right polarity").· . The· other shape had 
a left-sided resemblance to the square and a right-sided' 
8 .. 
• . '1\. ' 
resemblance to l~.the diamond ("left polarity"). The pa~~look_ed_ 
something like this: ~ ~ A~imals tested with the 
right eye preferred ·right-polarity shapes. The a'uthors/ qon-
cl\ded that the optic.-chiasm-sectioned animals ha~ a tendency 
to pay greater attention to the o~posite side of each shape 
~ith each eye, and that this tend~ncy.can explai~ in~erocular 
reversals with lateral mirror image forms~ 
' 0 
' 
• f ., 
Hamilton, Tieman & Winter (1973) trained animals to 
discri.minate between st-imuli: I'd vs. ::0 'and ~ vs. :><, , each pair 
'II 
being the same on the"right h~lf and different on the left, · 
When the subjects viewed stimuli ·with t~e left eye, the task 
.was very difficult (a mean of 2,394 trials to criterion), . 
but the task was ::tsy with the :rigfit ~ye '(a mean of 71 t;ria'ls 
to criterion). These relations were reve"rsed when the stimJ.lli. 
were rota'ted through 180° ·( ~ vs. p::; ·and'.~ vs. ::<. ) • The . 
I 
·- investigators suggest that, again, the animals were only 
,. 
attending to cues on on~ side of each stimulus. 
I 
All in all, the behav~oural explanations -seem to give 
a more plausible account · of the happeni'ngs in 'the inter_oc.ular 
transfer tE~s.ting. than t:he ·callosal reversa~ theories. 
'• 
The third and fourth ' .explanations suggested earlier 
,were proposed specifically to -account for dyslexia. . Several 









investigator~ have found a high·~ncidence of, left-handedness, 
inconsistent iateral pref'erences and ~ide~tral·i ty in . their 
). .. 
sample's of dyslexics as contrasted with .normal populations 
{·Irt.gram·, 1969: Zang~ill, 1962). In most right-handers the .. 
. . 
control of speech .production is la~eralized to the left . 
. . ' 
hemisphere; howeyer, the proportion for this ieft-hemisphere : 
dominance for speech is considerably smaller in no~-right- · 
· In the ·1930's 
. ' 
.,-
< ___,...._. • • 
handers (Branch, Miln~r and Rasmussen, 1964). 
Orton (cite.d in Ingram, 1969) suggest-ed that th~~e · is .no · I" · 
. . 'flY . . . . . . ' . ' • .. 
strong or consistent la~eralization 6£ control for linguistic 
-~ro~ess'in9 in . dyslexi~s, ~nd that. the ~~~ht ~J;n~~phere ha~ 
,.. . ~ .. 
memory traces which are lateral. mirror-·images with r_~spect 'tc:> 
1 ' 
the left. MlrrGr-i~age . confusio~s could be made because .o~ 
. ' 
the conflicting hemispheric information. 
' 
ot.her theori.es have propo~ed an orientational pro-
. · c~'ssing mechanislr 'which could malfu~C'tion to · caus·e spurious 
,. . ' • I . 
' '· 
reversals · or m.is'perceived orie;ntation~ (Kolers, 1972) : None '·of 
. 0 
th~se, h~wever, are stated in precise terms, · either anatomi.ca'lly. · · .. 
. . . 
or in . term~ of their specific behavio~r.al implication's • .-
.· ./ 
. . A~l ·told, none _of the explanati~n_s · is .entire.ly .~onq{fcing . . · 
The evidence does suggest, .however, that the lateral ~lrror-·. · 
. . ~ . 
f ... • • • ' ' 
image.. is ·a sp'e.Cial ca~e among stimuli I · and any informa tion gained 
. . . . 
as to how it is pr~cesse·d. ·couid .have .implications fa;: · dy~lexi~. 
-. 
Researph with humans who have had their eorpus callosum 
s.evered ('the so~called " spli t - braih" patients) , ·and othe r . 
clinical studies' of patients with unilate~al ce:r:~ral ~amage , 













· entially sp~cialized (Gazza~iga, :1970; Milner, 1~69) • . The I . I . . . 
I 0 ll 
separate functioni~g of the two hemispheres in t~ese patients 
can be studied with divided visual. -~i"elds. More recently, 
. ·" 
experimeQ~aL~dies have been carried out using divided 
visu~·l field's ·and n'ormal subjects, with reaction 'time measures: 
. -
.The clinical and experimental dJ~a from normal and split~brain 
s.ubjects have generally . produced con-sistent · findings. With 
unilateral presentations of pictures, random patterns, words, 
.. 
and letter stimuli, verbal stimuli are -processed more quickly 
' 0 ~ ,. ' • 
when presented to the·right visual field while ·nonverbal 
stimuli are, in general, processed faster when projected to 
the 1·eft. visual field (Gazzani.ga, 1970; . Geffen, Bradshaw ·· & 
Ne~tleton, 19)2; Rizzolatti, · Umilta,· & Berlucchi, 1971). 
In normal subjects one· cannot necessarily ass~me tha't:. 
' the hemisphere to which the stimurus is projected is that 
which actually p~ocesses the decision. The longer reaction 
. ' . 
, . 
times fpr differ-ent types of. stimuli .in -the sep~rat~ visual · 
f~elds could reflect the extra ' time taken for the stimulus 'to 
. . . 
cross via the callosum in order to·-be -process&d by the 
\ . 
hemisphere specialized for the task, or it could _simply 
. . "- . -
- . refl~ct relative temporal efficiencies of the hemispheres. 
' SSveral · investigato~s have used a "reaction time 
technique in which ~ subject must decide wheth~r two l~~ter~ 
I 
· · nave the same name or not. (e.g •. , .. Posner·.&· Taylor, 1969) . . .. . 
' . When the two · letters do have the same name, they may be the 
·same· in name' only (e.g. , A a) , or ·they may be physically. 
;$ ' . . 
. ' 
-iden:tical _· (e .• g., A A). ,Recently, -Cohen. (1972) · arid Gef,fen, · 
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Bradshaw & Nettleton·· ._ (1972) have found that subfects are 
. . 
faster· in making a n~e identi_ty match with stimuli shown 
' . . 
. in the right visual fiel.d ·, and that. the· physical identi'ty 
., 
. 'I . 
match ,is made faster with stimulus pres·erit'ations .in the left 
--
visual flield. Tnese results suggest that t~e hemispheres 
$ 
are specialized not mere.l,y for certain types· of stimuli: .( e·. g; 1 
linguisti~ versus non-linguistic), but for the type of pro- · 
cessing that 'is demanded: in this cas~, ·whether two stirnul~ 
. ' 
can be processed as two visual forms, or. must . be - pr6c~ss~d as 
n~es. 
. 
. :.. . .:__. .... It may be. that .~ope hem'isphere is re~atively more 
' ~ 
efficient in processing familiar symbols that have ' be.en 
. . 
spati.ally· transformed ·than the other. This possibility is 
su<Jgested by' a iecent s~yJ bY :rayf'or (19?{al , in which sub1:c~S · 
were req1:1i:r:ed t;> decide wheth~r .a s~r-ing of words described1 
the same numbe·r as a: pair of digits. The words were stored 
in memory, . while · t;he digits·. were presented for comparison 
. J . 
·with these. The digits could be either normally o_rient'ed 
or ·rotated" in any one of the three spatial dime~sions (X, Y, 
or z ~xes of rotation in a · gravitational-relative cartesian 
'coordinate · system)~ 
1 
The reaction· times were found to be 
'COJ)Sisten~lY: ~as_ter . when the rotated aigits wer~ preseztted 
• • • • 1 • IP·· 
in the left visual field, but · th.e ~ormally orie.nted digits 
yielded fa~ter reaction times in the right visual field. The 
left hemisphere rriay :therefore be sho\oling greater efficiency · 
' for the digits in their familiar orientation, while, the right 
f 
was · ~e~atively more efficient when the sha~e w~s . in a less 
' l 
(> . . ( 
-.. · 








. ' . 
' . •• 12. 
·· farniJ,.iar · orientation. In a · similar vein, · B~ai'ne·· (1972) 
found that when the ~istinguishing cue of her rotat~d 
' 
. I 
geometric figures was on the . left side, the reaction times 
for re~dgn~tion. were faster _than whe~ they w~·re on the r_~g-~t .. 
The purpose of the present study ·was to-investigate 
the possibility_ !;hat there may be t'at~rality effects in the 
" . . ~ 
recognition of spatially transformed figures. · The study of 
0 
Taylor (1972) had some suggestion that this is a possibility. 
I ' ' 
Furthermore, laterality research 'in genera~ and.the studies 
• 
. 
~f Geffen et al. (1972) and Cohen . 11972) in particul~r s~ggest ' 
' 
the possibility that each hemisphere ·processers visual stimuli' 
in . dfffer~nt ways . 
. . 
Two variables were used which might possibly show . · 
.laterality_ ef·f~~ts. 'one of these was stimulus position, wl.,th 
o right and left .' visual f~e)ds as the two· pdssibilities. Each 
visu'al field projects only to the con.tra~ater~~ ce'r·ebral 
h'misp~er~, . so tha't this i.s a . source . of anatomical lateral-
. ization. Hand used for respond.ing was· also a variable.' 
Q · C~ntrol 'and coordinatio~ of each h~~d is. pi'imarily a funct·i ·o; . · 1 
of the ~ontralateral cerebral hemispher~ (Gazzaniga, 1970; .. 
_,. . 
~· Sperry, 1964) . Thus, _ any systematic rel_ationshi.ps between 
'il. • . • 
" ~:~.i~lua.l fi_~_ld and h~n~ cou~d imply an 'u~derly~ng reiationshi~ · · 
.. 
. . 
involving'di~ferent hemisph~ric fun~tioning. However, the . 
lateralization of hand control is not complete, so that the 
. , 
h~misphere · ipsi'lateral to the ~ _hand may direct · the hand's 
' · response (Gazzanig? and Sperry;· 1967). :A· thir d .variabl~ . 
.. . 
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rotated orientation. The normal orientation served as~ · .. 
J' 
13. 
baseline for comparison with the rotated· form in each visual ·, : 
·field and with each bana. These · three variables wer~ all 
' ' 
. I 
· factor~a1ly combined within-subjects variables. The fourth 
' . 
variable, a between-subj~acts measure," was axis of rotation -
, 
used for the rotated stimulu~. 1• Three· ·different ax.es were 
-
used, yielding three differ~n.t mirror-imag;e stimuli, the · L~t'eral 
m~~ror-image tra~sformation being of greatest . interest because 
of the literature which 1ndicates .greater difficulty and 
l -. • • • • • 
• ., ' · It confusabi~ity ·with-this than with upside.:.down m1rror-1mage 
. I 






:Subjects ~ere right-handed adults with ages ' rang~ng 
'''"' ; -rrOn\···16 to 30 years·. All were students at Memorial University· 
- .- _.,_ 
· .at either the , gra~uate or. 'the · undergraduate level~~ . Handedness 
. . . . ,., --
. \. 
t 
was d~termined by ~~bjects! ve~~al report. 
II' 
I ., ~' 
A total Qf 72 subjects was used for the . ~eries of 
~ 
exR,eriments. ·Twenty-~ou_r were used 1for . each . of Experi~ 
~, II arid III. ~he subjects who served .in Experiment III 
~ - . ' 
-also served in~ Experiment IV. Half of the -subjects were 
. . ~ 
) . 
(' . 
· ~- ... -~ · .male and half were· female in each experiment. 
Stimuli 
The stimuli were digits which were pres~nted on a 
. 
'cathode ray tube (CRT), which 'was' of dimensions 18 x 26 · em: 
The digits . used• were: -, 1, 2, . 3, 4 ,· 5 and 7. E~ch subtepded 
·.~ 
' . 








- ' . . , :. 14~ 
' , 
a horizontal · visual angle ··of 18 1 , and -a vertical angle ·· o~ 
•• .. -::, t 
30 I. I + 10 I aS · SUb·j'~Ct· ·· mOVeS hiS. head~~resenta~iO~S ctn,.d • 
- . 1 , .. 
timing ·of events within···:~"' sess'i'on we~~ cor{trolied by a 
' . . . ,,,· . 
Hewlett-Packard; ·,?114A co~puter. This : ~ystem is describ~d 
.mo'r~.complete~.y by .Taylor :(1972b). Three displays were · used. 
The s·t~muli of 'the three displays all subtended the visual 
angle vertically of · that of a single digit: ·30 1 • ·The stimuli 
• I D " 
of the ~irst d~splay subtended a ~orizontal visual angle of 
· 38 1 , ± 2·1 ·1 ; fpr .the seco'nd _ displ~y - it was 18 1 ± 10 1 , an~ 
' . 
/ for . th~ third it was 1°21', + 45'. 
' . 
l• 
, . ' 
Procedure 
All subjects were first_g_iven uniform written 
instructions as to the event~ within a session (see Appendix . 
A) . 
Q 
' Each trial consisted of three sequentiat visual 
. displays on the CRT. The. ,first display. consisted of two 
~djacent digits at · the centre of the CRT sqreen. On~ of 
. . 
these . (always. situated· left with. respec~ to the ~ther) ~as 
I • 
a reference digi.t, and . ;the other was a target dig:lt. · · These .. : 
. two stimuli stayed on the scr.een for a period (defined lat-er) 
called .' the St~;,_dard InierV'al ~I).. At the end of the -first o 
SI, . the targ~t digit disappeared, leaving only .the referen~~~ 






display . wa&. also equal to SI. The third display ..,was presented 
at the end of the second SI; this collSisted of the reference 
digit and a test _digit. 
9 
The task- of the subj.ec·t was t;o 
' . ' 










I , 15 '. 
' \ I ... ..... 
the same nUmber, requiring. a "yes" or "no" answer. Th,e 
..._ time i"imit for a response was· also SI. If the subject di~ . 
• 0 o • I I 
' .. 
.I 
not respond ' withi'n this. intervai, or ir" he. 'an~wered in-
• • . ·~,, ,1- I 
correctly, ·a large "X" ·ap·p~ared in the· centre of the screen 
~nd the trial . was termi~ated. ' Th~ reaction~times of these 
! ' 
error tr:ia1s were no't recorded. If the subject responded 
. . 
correctly within SI, his ~eaction time ·was printed in th~ 
.lower lef~ .hand corner of the CRT and ' the trial was· terminated. 
TH{s reaction time defines .the response interval (R~). 
~ . ._ 
The sequence of~events would be something . like the ~ 
following: ·"45" ..... "4" .• · .. 11 47". (requi,ring a ."no!' response) 
. . . . . . . / 
··or "37" .• ,."3 11 •••• "37•'• (requi~fn'g a. · "yes" · response). See 
.. ' . 
··. 
Figure· 2 • 
. . 
The test digit appeared .for 50% .of the trials to the 
·· left of the reference digit and 50% of trials to the right· 
• 0 • 
· .'. : 'of• the reference digit, .th~se positio~~ be-ing rando~ly 
. -
d:i:.'~tributed. ·50% of trial's were allotted to . "y·es" and ·50% 
to "no", also ran~.omty assigned .throughout a session •. 
subjects .indicated their answer by pressing one of 
two response .buttons. · These· two hut tons we.~e · .2 qrn. apart, 
and the· leftmost one 'always signalled the "rio" response and 
the rightmost:o~e . always signalled the "yes". Using the · 
' . . 
. . . ) ... . . 
right hand, the ~iddl~ ~irig~r controlled the "yes" butte~ 
. . 
. . 'and" the inde~ finger controlled the "no"· button. Wit:h the 
. . . . .. . ' 
' - ' lef~ harid t~e~e relations w~re reversed, with th~ index · 
· finger- controlling the "no•~ .button and the middle finger 
........ 
· cqntrolling . "yes.". 
. ' . ) 
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Standa:rd Interval · 
RI SI 
·~ . .. . . . 
n:GURE 21' Three ~~. diapla.va of a typical ' trial 
· .. 
·£&ir. 
. : .. · 
, ~~ • I 











~ ~d • 
.. · · . The first two d~~ts, the reference ·and the tar.get . . \ 
digits, were randomly chosen from ~he .pool of · the six·' 
', · ·· 
. . 
' stim~l~s ,digits,·· with the constraint that these could not 
b~ the same as e~the~ the reference .~r the. ~ target d{git~ 
,11!""'- --{ 
-t,l t;>t •J ' • • 
;~:Y w'ere r_an~omly ~elected. from the · ~e_m_aining_ four ,pos-
.·!._~ • • . . 
sibilities. In the case of a "no" trial the_ test digit · • 
could not be the same as either the reference or the target ' ... I . 
"\.' 
di.git and was raz:l,domly ·selected from ' the remain.ing .four 




Boredom and unnecess~ry double-checking produce 
- ' . . 
~~~essivel~ lo~g reaction . time;. 
, 't ,. ~ 
The subject al'so fa i ls to ' 
CJ - ~~tend ~n ~ccasio-nal trials. · The-se behaviours constitute 
~· 
sources of inhomogeneity Which are CO~~ in ;t"eaction ,ti~e jP• 
tasks. 0~~ technique' to avoid thfs - in~omogeneity is to 
throw out trials which exceed an arbitrary statistical 
. . . . 
criterion of being too long. ~t that pro~edure does ~ot 
.. 
attack the source of the inhomogeneity' because it fails ' to 
inform the subject .tJat takin~ too l~ng consti~utes . an. -~rr~r'. 
Similariy , an; ar.bit~ry statistical- ~riterion. is f.al~ibl~ 
A, • 
• • J 
·in rough. proportion to how thoroughly "a· SUbject's'performance 
is laced with these inhomogeneities, which have not been ' ,. \ 
e'stimated directly~ 
. ( ' 
.. 
r 
The p~ocedure use~ in _ thi~ experiment waS'to -_ estqb l ish 
. . 
a time limit- for .r esponding and adjust expos.ure dti'ra tions 
. pf th~'stimulus ar~ays on eac~ tri~l, for each. subj ect, ~t -
h , I 
a· value near the upper Bnd of his ~umulative reaction t i me 
. \ 
> , • 





/' ' . . .. 
• 
.' 
distribution. In this way, th: .time seal~ ~f a ~r~l 
perrnissable reaction· times were lowered progre.ss~ 
and· 
-
throughout a session ' as - the risks of boredom·~~d inattention 
increa'sed · (Taylor, 1972). 
' '• 
The subjebt . initiated each trial by pres~ing both 
response buttons, _thus' in.suri~g ' that the intertrial interval 
. \ 
met ~is changing cri~~rion. t'of · readiriess thr<?ughout a session.' 
' . 
'If the subject did not start another trial immediately, a 
~e-~dy signa.l was pre~e~'ted -during the · i~tertrial inte~val. 
. . . 
This signal ~asa fiashing line with an on/off cycle of 7~ 
msec. It appeared in the lower left ha~d corner of the CRT. 
. . ' 
• The SI began at 1500 msec. for th~ first trial: for. · 
sub~~quent trials it .was the lesser of 1500 msec. or the 
' ' 
cumulative mean of ·the sUbjects-' · reaction :time plus three , 
\ -
standard 'deviations. The three visual . displays for trial 
n+l . we~e each exposed for SI • The time limit for responding~ 
n 
'" during the te·st in:terval Qf trial n+l \'las al.so SI. The SI 
was recalculated on each tr~al by the computer. 
Two minima had to be -satisfied before the completion 
· of each session. One of these minima was that the session 
t:,.. 
... 
, was of duration ·at least ·20 minute's, ·and the qther that ·at 
least 250 trials had been completed. · When both o.f these 
.. ' ) , 
' minima were satisfied, then no further -stimuli or reaay 
. ' .. 
signals ·were genera-ted by the computer and the sc;reen· was 
. . () 
blank. · subjects had bee; given prior instructi~n that the 
. . . . . 
sessioJ:Is would be complete at· this poirit~. 
Reaction times · of correct trials were recorded as the 
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. ' ' 
.. 
· .For ea.ch. of these three experiments .the ·test. digit 
~~s ~ormally oriented f~r 50% of trials ' and . for~th~ 
r &.. 4r ; , , • (J ' 
. 'reltiaining : tr·i,a,is it was rot"ated 180°_·abo'ut.a ·~peci'fic, 
' .. .• 
·geometric axis for each of the -experiments ... ·(see Figure 3). 
. . - . . - l' . * 
These -:l-totati<;ms are· described .more completely. by Taylor 
: :'' . 





.. It+-Ex~eri:ent ~: Y was the <ixis ofro)~;,, yj..eld~n.g .. 
transf;ormation ;· · 
I 
the' z trai:tsformation •. 
' " 
. ' 
' tl~ • 
•' \ ··: 
() . 
Each Sl;lbj ect p~rformed two se~sions, ·one:· wi.th the ' .' ·.· 
o , 
right and ~me with the .... left hand. This variable was·. 
.. ' 




; ... 'l • 
... ~ .--
\ ' .. 
did the first session wr'th -the right hand:. · . · ~ ---- 1, > 
' ' ·. E_ach exp~ri~e~t thus. had three wii~i·n~subj·~c-~: factor- . . ~ -~?.-
- . ially co~bined . variij:-bles • · ?timulus Posi.tion, (Right ·, :Left .. ·"" · 
. ' . ·--'. ' . . . Visual Field) , Orientatio'n.,_ (Normal:, ·Rotated) , and ·Ha~d 
~ • , : 
(Right'·- Left) . \, 
' I 
_In the combined analy_sis for Experime;nts !.' , . ~ I;' and 
'· I ' 
· II :I;, t her e wa~ ~iso I a ·_bet~ee·n.:._subjec'ts 
. 
. ~R~ta~i~n , ('X, Y; Z) • : · · 
~I 
I '• 





~ t ,• • 
vari:able: ~-Ax~s · of _ 
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. . . 
... . 0 ' . . . 
~e cligi t "1" as 1 t. appears no7:Jaa1ly aD1 after ·tao __ rot.atioca aroUJXL · 
ita X, T aDd Z axes (Tqlor, 1972&, P• :396); · · 
. . 
. ; .... . 
- - ::: 













.\ There was brt~ session only fo~ Experiment IV, 
. . 
using the right' hand. 
• I' ' 
Subjects who -had performed 
. ,• . ' 
·Experiment III serveq> as the subjects also for· Experirnen.t 
. ~ 
IV. They did three experi~~ntal sessions in all, 
Experiment IV b~ing always the third sess~on. One-third 
of t~~ test digi£s we~e from each of the ~' ·x and z 
transformat_ions, rand·omly distributed throughout the 
session. 
·, tn the analysis of variance f~r . Exveriment,IV 
.p; 
· t~ere were only two v~~iabLes. These were Stimulu~ 
. 
Posit~on (Right 1 Left Visu.~l Field) and Orientation (X, Y 1 z) ·., 




































. ' . 
RESULTS . . f 
0 
. A four-way _analysis of· variance was run for the 
' 
. v · · Experiments I, II, · and IIJ; combined, using Balanova 5 
.. ' 
(see Table 1). The.only eff~~~s signifiQant beyond the 
:01 level were the main effect of orientation, ~nd the 
inte~action of Orientation x .Stimulus Position, F(l,69= 
19.05, £<.001. ~he means for this interaction are· shown 
. 
in Table 2. 
A multiple c~mparisons test ' (Hays, 1963) with alpha 
~et at .01 and using the means for the Position x . Orient~ 
ation interaction~ ·Tevealed that the cell means . must differ 




by ~t least 35.8 rnsec. · in order to have reliably contributed 
·to. this interaction. . T'he '' differe~e bet~een reaction t~mes 
, ~ I • 
tor normal and rotat~d ·~timuli. was 38. msec. in the ~ight 
visual field, an~ only 4 msec. ·in the ' ~eft visual field. 
~hus, the ~inding wai a simple .main Bifferertce between 
reaction times when. digits' were normal or spatially · 
. . 
. transformed ~n ' the right visual . field . 
The means in Tables 2 and 3 ~ave been averaged over 
·, 
the vartable "Hand". This ,..-va~iable wa~ not significant in 
/ . . ~. ' 
/ ' 
main e.ffec"t, nor in interaction with any of the other 
variables in the ~ombined or ·the 'separate anal~ses which 
. . 
.\ ·wer'e PE7rformed on these experiments. The mean-reacti on 
times for in~iv~d~al'subjects are sh~wn in Appendi~ B. 












· Table 1 
·. suaaar;r table of analysis of nr1ance co•bining Exper!Mnts - l~ II am III. 
Source Denollinator Degrees of Freedom Mean F Nua Den . Square Ratio -
. Within Sub'jecta 
' • v···----~ 'IJ~ 
St1.ulus Position (A) ~ 1 69 453 0.138 
()_rlentation. (B) BXS 1 · 69 . 6483() 23.76** 
. ',\. 
Hand (C) CxS 1 69 216 0.006 · 
AxB AxBxS 1 69 440.50 19.0.5** 
... . 
·AxC AxCxS 1 .· 69 74.5 0.160 
. BxC BxCxS.) 1 69 126 0.041 
. AxBxC ·' · AxBxCxS 1 -69 2 0.0005 




.AxS ... . . .. '! 69 
·-
2059 0 ~629 ~
69 . / 3276 .. - AXS ) 
BxD. BxS ·2 69 ·7184 2.63 
' · ill " &. 
;BxS 69 2728 
CxD .exs . 2 69 . 327.50 .. 0.861 
• .t 
CxS- 69 380~ 
• 
• 
Axis Qf Rotation (D) s .I 2 
.. 
69 197900 2.22 
- ~ 
··Subjects (~) J" ·. ·69 89180 ' (j 
AxBxD ' AXBxS. ·, · 2 ' 9. 6721 2.91* . 
···. 
\ ~ 69 2312 
*\ : ·-
,·.' . .,: .... · AxCxD AxC2S- ~ 2 69 2!142 0.525 
. 
-.. 
AxCXS ·69 14646 
&' " 
. \ / ':5 . BxCxD · BxCxS '. 2 69. 2292 0.746 
.. 
BxCxS " . __ , 69. 3074 -
"' . . ~ .. 
':) t . AxBxCxD ·-. AxB~ . . 2 69 i 799 ·0.229 
! 
. 
AxBxCxS 69 '3481 . . 
". 
•• p< . 10 
~ P<•001 . , .. 













. '\ Mean reaction .tiaes (in u~c~) f~r - Experiments· I, II, 8.01 III 
coab1nedl averaged ·onr the variable "Hani" • 
. . 
., 
. SU.aul.U!I Position 
~:rt Vhual Field 
. ' 
Right Visual Field 
i 
' ' ' ;_ 
. '. 
, . 
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... The normal orientition in the right visual field 
produced the\ lowest reaQt,i~n times~ over.al_l, and the rotated 
digits in .the same fielq yielded the highest reaction 
' " 




1 was again lower than the. rotated form. These rank-orders 
\ 
. ' 
· 'were . consistent ' ~or each of the tqree experiments indiv-. 
iduaily · (Table 3) ex~ept that· the norrnai and rot'ated forms 
- gave equal reaction times ln· the left v~sual.field in. 
Experiment III. 
The Position·x· orientation x Axis o~ Rotation 
· -~ (AXBxD) interaction in the cornbin'ed analysis (Table l)_ 
was marginally significa'nt: F2 , 69=_2.91, E,(.lO. conside)iing . . 
1 the. relatively large _nurnber. of subjec_ts tpat were run,:,it: 
se~ms. re~sonable to~{onclude that all·spatial trans~~rm-: 
ations contributed to ~he overall Position x Orientation . ~ 
in .... teraction (see 'Figure 4) . ( .· 
The . rank order of difficulty of the three types of 
rotations was: Z-axis of rotatio_n .( 579 rnsec .. ) , Y-axis 
rotation (643 msec~) an& X-axi~ ro~ation (644 msec.). 
' . . . 
These rank-orders are in. agreement with those found by 
Kolers and Perkins (1969~) and .. those of Taylor (1972a). 
'in~- . the analysis of variance ~r . Expe.r~~ent IV · 
(Table 4) , there ·we-re no data for normally o-riEtnted digits, 
which serv~- as a baseline·control condition, ahd hence the 
Position ·x Orientation (AxB) interaction was not the .point 
. ' . 
of interest. The "A" variable, ~timulus Position, ··w·a·sAthe;_ 
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Expe~iment ·11 ~ 
N- _ - R N X 
. · Experim~nt I - Experiment II. I, rl, Ill ~ Combin~d 
. . li'IGURB 4f · Interac-tion o~ Stiaul.us Posit.ion X Orientation in Bxpft-ill.tnta I, · .II aad III 
· · · . separate~_ · am· coab1Md ·{N • NOl'll&l Orientation, X', Y & Z • Rotations . 
- -. · _ · .· arO.UDl X, Y & Z ~a reapaetiwly, R • Ro_tated). · . . 






. - Table '4 . · 
St table of' ~is of' -o!.sn~ for Experbent IV, 
S 4 & D -• --t ·. Degrees of Freedoa Mean 9uroe I' _ enoa.a.ua or Nwl D,en Square 
·· ' 
. • ' I , 
r ; . 
• ' }> l 
.. . . 
I.J -




















, . ·sign~ficant, ·p1 ,·23=i~.95,. . E_<~OO'l~ · ThJe. Position x 
Orientation interaction was marginally significant C_F f.~ 46= ~ 
. ·. . \· T?e difference between left· and .. right- visual_ ~ield 
reaction times for ·"Z" rotation was . . 8 -msec., whi1J for 
. - . . . '•\ : . 
f "Y" and "X" it was 52 -and 41 msec., ··respective.ly (see 
.·. \ , . 
. ' 
Table 4 and Figure 5). This anomaly may be the result _ o~ 
·aifferential practice on "Z" . . :·rn the · analysis of variance 
' comparin~ Experimen~s III and ~Y~ <fable 5) usi~g · the d~ta 
v . ' 
for the ":?;" rotation and righ,t hand .(;>~ly for both .experi-
ment:'~, a· significant difference _ ~as. found .for the Vctria~le_ 
,, of :'Experimen:t 'l • .' This .p~~sumably is the ;onseeuence ~f · 
pra6tice, as subjects had first serv~d in Experiment III, · 
and hence were h~·ghly practised on the ! "z" rotation and 
not on . the other twq rotations. This wo·uld decrease the 
gifference between. reaction tim'es' in left ~nd right . visual 
fields. If the subjects were ~aking. th~ir decisions as · 
. 'q~i.ckly as possible,· ·th~n . the l~.ft ~ visu~l .,field vaiue would 
be the baseline for;: the rotated stimuli: ·with practice, 
· subjects'.'cai-1 ~resumably lower their right yisual field 
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Table .5 . 
. - - . . 
. Swuaary table ot anal,yais ot yariance Gollparing ~riaents III mL IV, 
. . . . . . 
. t • 
source . ' . Denoainator Degrees· of ~edoa Mean F Nua Den S~uare Ratio 
· St11ml:ua Position (A) AxS 
-AxS . 
" Exj)erillent (B) BxS . 
. BxS 






23. AxBxS .' .. 
subje~ .(s)' . 
. . 
' . . 
- . - ~~ - - . 
. 
. -, . 
• .
. ' 
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~ •. 
'• • I D J;SCUSS ION 
c 
·-The· main o'utcome of .this series of . experiments 'is 
. .. ' 
the finding of. significant differences ·be-tw'een reaction 
times of normal and rotated forms in the right visual .field · 
. . 
· and no such differences in th~ ·left visual fielld (i.e. , 
· the Stimulus ·Position x Orientation in~eraction)-.. , Because 
.' anatomical pathways from each visual fit::ld lead .solely to • . 
the contralateral cerebt::al hemisphere, the" interaction can 
, . 
' be interpreted as a lateral.±ty ·effept.. This .. ~s simply to 
' ' .. ~ ·' 
·. say. th~t the two· hemispheres differ·· in thelr process~ng 
for this : task. 
In1brder to· explain the · relative efficienc·ies. of i 
. . 1$ I 
the two hemispheres and the two .types ~f stimuli, different 
. . 
processing strateg'ies must be·. suggested. There are s~veral 
~ . 




that the left hemisphere is . 
f ig'\lres shown 'in their 
f~i1iar orientation. ' fore, when the digits ar~ less 
' ~. ~IV . o '-
famil.:i._ar, as ~ witti the rotat ci figures· here, · the. 'lE}jft 
( · . . · · . '£} . tt 
hemisphere is relat_ively i efficietlt •. However, in the . 
. 
. . 
right hemisphere, the roteted digit was gener'ally as easily 
·recognized as . a fion-rotated digit . .-'!'his suggests that· the 
. / . . .. ,• 
. I . 
right hemisphere is -performing an analysis on orientation~ 
./ . . .. . . . ' 
fr~~ criterii]. 1~Ch as tl:lose of a pure shape comp·arison. 
Shepard.'and Metzler. (1971) had ·subj.ects c~:>Inpcp:;e a 
. ! . 
three-dimEms.ional stimulus to a prev.iously. prese.hted one.~ 
-
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-~ I ; ', ~ ', 
I$ 
I 
I ! .. . 
I ' . 
' . 
: . .33 • .. ...... · .. ' 
I 
' . . . !· . 
in a sarne-different_rreaction. ·tirn'e task in a nondivided · -
I • . 
.. 
.. Vi$Ual fie_ld· •. The st~muli '(le_re "rotated· w".ith respect to 
. . -· \ ' . . 
• ' I ' ' I 
each ot~er, rotations ranging -f~om 0° . to 180 ~ in gradations' · · 
. • I 
' \ I o • ' - • ' ' 
of ~.0°. They ol?t~ined an increasing linear~gradi~nt when . · '. :•' 
, . ' . . 
. . t~ey "plotted reac~ion time .' against ang~la~ difference-. 
• ' # . 
between ·the two forms. They s':lggested ,. tha~ the subjects ' 
. I ~ 
' Were "rn~ntally. rota . ng" one oJ; th~- figUfeS tc;>. the . orient,-
ation of th~ other in'.order to compare them. ·;rt is 
o I • • 
conceivable that somet~iri 
. . 
ike, this may be g'oincj ""on in : 
. . 
the left . hemisphere. It .would presumably take'more·~~me 
~0 compar_e digi0s . fter. ·:peJ;for:rn~ng a "~en_t_~l ~ota,ti~n·~ th:~ 
. if they could b compared without this step. on the basis 
. . I ~· p&_ pur~ shape cr~eria. Again; it is suggested that a shape 
, : r 
analysis may be _. occurrin~·· in·· .the _right hemisphere. - 0 
:i ·"""" ' • 
It is ·also .possible, ~s ~lready mention~d~ ~hcit the 
' . ' ' ·_ ( .. 
·added latency_-·for tl}e.JliOtated . ,di~its ·in the right visual 
. ' ' 
field' re:(:lects the. extr~ time taken for a ca·llosal ·trail!?-.. · . 
' ' 
r 
P~rhaps even wh~n the _test digit · 
o I , 
. !lJ.ission of information. 
. • I 
, ! • 
1 
; 
I • ' ' _. 
. 
·:: ., .-·: appe.ars in ~h.e __ ~ight -.. visu~.\~ie:.d the7ht ~or~ex pro~~~ses· . ·:: 
' · the 'actual comparison becam~e !)f ia relative 'prof-ioi'~ncy for . 
· ~ ' I - ' ' 
·. this . type of task. Tc:tylor (1972a) suggests that the 
,. 
normalization of symbols could be a right hemisphere 
I ' • 
i . 
• I _.. ! () • 
1function. 
- ,, 
For the ,present 'study · it cannot .be sa1.d whether the ·. 
. ·· dit'ferences lie in perceptual coding or : in ·mein~~Y. 
. ~ . . .., 
It is ." -· ~ -- ., 
' ' 
possible that the left hem~sp ere ~~ores the ·symbols in 
• (> • • • • • , . · ·: • • • ' • -~ • • • .. • 
. , , . I 
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' .,, 
(J I ' • 
(' 
: ' 
coding such that the features~of the shape are stored 
. , i-
with les.s depend.ence on orie'ntationa."l.attributes • 
In . this study, the fateral mirror-.imqge stimulus 
did_.not prove ·to be significa-ntly different from other 
34. 
mi'rroJ;-images. This does not. provide support for the notion 
- ., \ ~ . 
that l~teral 'mirror-images arJ processed differently from 
upside~down ones. 
I 
The · findings d6 not contiadict the 
argument that th~-corpus · callos~ rev~rses stimuli laterally, 
but it is not the most parsimonious explanation. for t~e 
(>' • 
·results. However, this study is not directly compar~ble 
· in ·s·timuli or task requirements · to others which have shown 
" . --
• ~ateral mirror-image difficulties. Furthermore,· ±he situat~on 
i~ ·radic~lly. diff'erent from the interocular transfer studies 
' 0 
using animals . 
. In many. studies using mirror-image and human subject~, 
t?e task has "been to 





orientations of the stimulus 
cessive :~presentations · (e . ·g. , ·Butler; 
. •· I r _ • , 
1967) or .in• -~i~ultaneous px:.esen·tationt. 
In -~h~s·~ e.xpe~ents the' 
... 
' .• 
a . "same" judgm~nt requir~s identical 
I • '" · ' 1 I 
orientations, ~hereas "d~fferent ". . 
.. .. . 
judgm~nts 
of. the other. 
. . . 
e id~ntiqal shap~, one being_ a m~rror:image 
This· is~ quite ~i.fferent from the. · pr~sent 
d • .• • . . 
study .Where "rientation . is tqgnored ·and the ·ident~ ty of, the 
'· ~ ,sh~pe~ is in ques~~cin~ In a task such as . the latt~r, the 
lateral p1irror- image has not produ.ced more _errors or longer 
' c• • . . ",. fJ ' ' 









. .. Perkins, 1969.a, b; Tay~or, li72a~~~?-However, in studies 
I • • 0 
·. ' 
rising the. former mithodology, the lateral mirror-image has 
. . 
- ~ielded gr~ater reaction times a~~ more errors. 1 It may 6e 
more difficult to label orientation in ;the lateral mirror-
.{mage case than with other mirror~irnag~~, bu~ this may not 
me~n that the recognition of these shapes. is impaired 
relative to th~ ~~side-~own forms. 
· , The suggestion of. laterality in proc~ssing mirror-
image stimuli is especially interesting considering the 
e~rly (e.g., 'Orton) theories of dyslexia ~s being caused~by 
. ~ 
"mixed laterality''. The results reported here suggest thdt 
- .. 
the right hemisphere might perhaps confuse a stimulus and · . • 
its mirror-image;· the actual shape being im~ortant, with ~ 
orientation (at-least. in memory) being of subordinate' 
Sowever, thi~ . argument applies . ~o all mirrpr-
and. not merely lateral mirror-images; following 
ument.tth'e upside-down confusions should occur as 
) ?;~-- ' • 
frequently as do the lateral confusions,. and ·in fact this· 
·is not the case with dys~exics (F~ith, 1970). 
Because the variable "Hand" was not significant in 
main 
this 
effect .nor in interaction with ~ny other variable,s~ . 
study, .there can be no suggestions. made as to which 
·h~misphere processed the actual ·decision in the task. It 
would seem that each hemisphere can ~rrect each hand's 
" movement equally quickly, or that- the hands' responses were 
controlled ,s1ubcor:tically (Myers, 1965) and not subject to 
l~teral differen6es · in t~is type of task, 








- are in agreement .with those of Davis ··and Sf:h~idt •(19·7.1) 
-
and·· Dimond (19701 , who also found no significant effects 
. ,r. ~ 
~. with "Hand". It contr'adicts the findings of other invest- ·. 
-.J 
. . 
~gators who' dld. fin~ HaQd x Visual Field interactions 
(Berlucchi, Heron, Hyman, · Rizzolatti and Umilta, 1971; 
Jeeves and - D~xon, 1970: Umi lta, Frost and Hyman, 1971). 
I . 
0 
All of these investigators fouhd the fastest reaction times 
.. 
with ipsilateral hand-hemisphere combinations. 
. ' 
- I~ s~~ary, the present study suggests that there . 
is ··a laterality effect in visual proce~sing of orienta~ion, · 
' ' based on .the Stimulus Position x Orientation int~ractidh. 
- No firm predictions could be made on "the basis of the 
variable 1'Ifand" . . Speculations were made .as to differential 
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· Ap~endix A'· 
Instructions .. 
42. 
During a t!'ia~. -~ou will first se~ \wo adjacent digits in 
tl the centre of the screen. The .rightmost one ~.ill 
the other wil~ stay; _following this ~ ~iglt will 
go away and · 
~--. ---~ 
reappear on 
either side of the remaining dig~ t. Yo·ur task i 's to decide 
~hether 1 t is .the, same numbelf as that wh~c~?-. disappeared or 
·another number entirely. For instance,' in the beginning a "72" 
.m~ght appear~- Then . the "2 '\ would go away. In the case in 
which YES\is · ~he correct respons-e, the reappeari?g digit must be 
· ·, a 11 2 1 ~ - - - there could be a 11 2 · 5" or 'a "5 .' 2"· on the sc)'een. , 
. t ' 
For a tr.ial in which NO is th~ correct response, the r:eappearing 
digf t must be sometl:ling other than a: "2", for example. a · "7", 
such that "7 . 5" or "5 7" might be presented. Sometimes a 
returri~ng digit .will be a mirrorwreve~s~d digi~* 1 That doeS not 
ma·tter=: a -seven is still a seven whethe.r 1 t is reversed** or 
, . not ', -~ r . 
The reappearing digit can· ·retur·n either to the 'right. or 
to the left of .the di?it which remains thro~ghout the trial. 
This remainin~ dig1~ is· the halfway point b~tween .trie two 
possible- locations of th~· reappearing digi·t · . . Please look 
- I • • 
s':t.ralght .at _this centred digit throughout the trial. . In 
the first examp_le given the "2" can return· either to the right 
or t~ the left of the '.'5". You would be 1ooki.n~ .1Ddirectly at· 
the u5n. 
You will indicate your de?ision. by· press_ing one of' -two 
buttons. You will use only one hand during any on~ session. 
' . . 
The. experimenter · will point out 'which is the YES and wl;tich . 




~ . . . . 
. 43. 
The cqmput~r will actuall~ run this experimen~, and will 
select th~ dig~ts you see during a session, as w~ll as / 
~.· ' f 
randomizing the .trials so that YES and ·NO are correct each an· 
ayerage of 50J of th~ time. The computer will also tell_you 
J 
wheri you have made a mistake:. a large "X" :will .appear 
. . 
immediately in . the · centre of .the . screen. 
There are two ~ays to make a .mistake: by pressf~g the 
wrong b~tton or 9Y taking too iong to decid~ wrich- button 
~o press. The computer will be timing you . to see how long 
, ( • . . 
i~: takes you to press a button correc~ly on each trial. If· 
·you in~ke a correct ::e~ponse, the? your :.tife will be shown in 
. the lower left-himd coioner of the s ~reen. For example, you 
. . 
., . 
might see. "0960", which means 960 milliseconds, or .96 seconds. 
. . . . .. ' 
You are the one to 'decide when you want each trial to 
. 
-, . . 
·  begin;· To signal t~e computer .that you are ready, simply press 
. . 
· b~t~ but tons .. .. You may do this immediat~ly "after making a 
. ' 
response to the stimuli ?r later. If you wait, a flashing line 
-
will He shown in the lower left-hand -port~on of the screen to 
tell you that the computer is ready any tim~ that . you aTe. 
< ; 
I . . . ' 
*· ·For E~perimen'ts _. ~I and III t{ds read: . . -~'upsid~· down digit~' 
and for Experiment IV it read: " :either a mirrbr-reversed 
?~ a~ upside ·down digi_t 11 • • . • • 
** For Experiments IJ and ~II this read: . "upside· down" • 
. ;;:, . 











0 Mean reaction tiaea in uec~ tor 1D11'fidual subjecta··in · _ 
..... . 
Zxperillent I. · (LVF • Lett Vis~ Field, 'RVF • Right J/iaual 
I I field, lf • Noru.l Or18btation, y,. rot.a.tion arouDi t.he Y _-axia) 
r • ' • J 
Lett HaDd R1sht Hand 
.,. 
Subject 
-LVF RVF- LVF RVF 
· Naber . . 
N y N y N y K y 
.,..,. 
'~611 1 577 .. sa, .56.5 ssa . _751 ' 671 . 639 ' 
• r 
4.51 2 464 4.59 538. 624 637 .617 ~.5 
3 723 ' ass . 570. .566 622 670 .534 698 
4' . 491 . 454. 4.51 485 591 477 .576 6?1. 
- ~ s . 79~ sea 808 781 675 · a39 757 ~2 .. 
' 6 473 . 485 .450 470 533- 547 520 .656 . .1 
0 
7 .562 .569 545 .561 568 . 635 57~ 703 
,·· 8 704 .88.5 . ' 775 1027 821 . 814 761 . 83.5 ... 
. . 
9 481 442 453 456 564 ·586 509 .599 ,. .. 
. ~ 
. . 
. 10 463 4?? ._ 116) 566 419 ·451 • . 422· ..~a 
. . ; 
t{ 494 537 ' 477 467 569 528 ' ·553 '572 \ -
.~ 12 902 792 865 m 621 . 685 647 688 ... 




14 ·s86 697 513 569 482· 568 . 48) 636 
. . ' : 
15 'S16 576 613 6U 60) .. 507 736 626 . 
. ,, 
.l.. 
' . . . ~ t6 564 583·' 491 577 673 ·688 " 786 74.5 
-
17 8,58 853 . 700 .~.51 5?4 6)2 567 -~ S19 
. ' . 




694· . 76~ ?81' 709 ·. 634 6:SO . -491 . -590 
20 812 858 TlS · 1113 1'1:1 606 ·?59 747 
. 21 8o6 84? 8?8 1068 . 625 61? 516 613 
22 ~73 S14 371 
0 
' 
493' .590 . 527 .~ 490 541. ; 
762 . 764 766 792 669 _6)6 ·. 646 . ?O; ... .23 
. ; ' 24 ~ 521 ,562 .541 614 644•-·619 
. . 
6ot 614 '' .. ·. 
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Tablet 2 . 
. ' 
,. 
.. ~an reaction tiaes in uec. 'tor 1DltT1dual subjects in 
ExperiMnt II. (LVF • Left Visual Field, RVF • Right Visual 
. ·' Field~ R • 'Noriaal Or1~ntat1on, · X • rotaUon around the X .a.xis) 
. : .... .· . 
Lett Ham t. Right Ham 
;. 
~ ; · Subject LVF BVF LV1' RYF 
Nuabtr 
N X N X N ' X N -· X 
1 6~ 482 684 641 780 . 68:3 626 761 
2 66.5 . .589 .597 .523 486 46.5 .519 . 52'( ' .. ' ' 
i . 
"· 
:3 . .. .5~ . . 622 - ~12. 63.1 779 777 ,, 736 96.5 
" 
. , , : 
4 691 .5.53 715 795 620 646 . 660 754 
' • 
.5 · 438 4.59 422 409 . . '891 . 1028 8:}6 Bi . 1 . •' 
,. 6 . 663 693 746 70? ·.'667 708 .661 68.51 
7 .. 583 .5:39 -499 
.549"\ .56.5 : .533 .595 .5 
8· : . '662 709 578 .611 ' 649 610· 671 ' 80 
' 
.. 
9 6t8 ,70 . 538· .564 6oo . 6o4 ~2.2 ~ .\ •. 
10 :514 .532 48.5 : .519 . 5.56 552 570 ·.539 
V, 
~ 11 8.52 743 726 880 '570 558 ' ' .545 ·· 51~ 
12 -.578 63.5 56o 668 688 7~ . . 661 8,5.1 '•. ' . . 
-
.13 ·633 813 804. ·714 607 634 '.547 64.5 
' 14 Af63 484 436 1 .464 
'() 414 408 423 499" ' . . . 
1.5 . . 440 436 414 ~ - 440 4§4 453 ,. 
16 __ 
. ·'829 8lfO 792 672 . 723 '678 814 
'17 - 612 639 513 ' ,79 .539 ~4 
18· > 432 4.57 ~ ,506 . '489 .509 . 421 ' . . . 
19 . 
.508 . . 6~9 649 : . 862 ' 942 832 . . 914 
· 20 836 989 631 737 69.5 811 . 89.5 
'21 821 . 83 666· 741 ' 
.I. 788 697 672 710 
22 • 749'·,. 6146 799 - . .581 683 6o2 ~5 · 
• . ' 0 
-
23". 3611 . 422 429 6: 42.5 ,568 ' 431 390 · 




Ow.rall' 645 ' 62~ 666 ' 620 _6)2 6oo ' 6)2. - ' .. 
.. Mean 
: 
... .. ... 
. ' " 
.. 
,f) . . 
. . 
'· . 
~ . 1 
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. Table 3 
. . ~~~tan reaction u..es· ·in IlSee. 'tar.1Ddi-ria.ua1 aub~ects 111 · 
Bxperillent III. 'JJi • Left Visual Piel.d, RVF • R~t Visual ' .~eld, k • N~raal.. entat~on, Z • h~t.ion aroUDl:l axls) · 
!Aft HaDi Right HaDd 
Subject LVF RVF' LVF RVF 
Nuaber 
oJ N z N z N z N z 
I I 
0 1 761 872 752. 840 667 ·678 748 . 829 . . / 
• 2 722 540 622 656 : . .543- 598 562 6)5 ' 
. J . 57/'. 5)8 · 576 .540 691 642 :543 567 
.4 . 48.5 486 .514 .504 601 .571 537 6.51· 
. s. · ""~9 47) 4)1 ' 41.5 . lf48 412 419 469 . 
6 664 597 662 ' 687 . 780 .744 ' 681 .568 
' 
' 1 lf.21 40)- 489 457 425 450 'J92 4.52 . < 




· a '742 798 ao5· 778 577 605. 568' 6)) 
9 3.59 ~2.5 396 .)96 ' 481 .547 519 6~7 ' • 
·10 531. 578 . .sos . 462 'J97 J'J'J )81 )98 . . ' 
,. 
.. 11 - . .520 . 478 507 ·493 · 604 746 675 61) . 1 . . 
12. · 
. . 
'q 82.5 124 106 786 . 759 '7)0. ?82 ?21 
. 
. ' ... ·1) / .51.5 . 593 481 .530 641 6)5 64o 7?:1 ' -~ . . 
14 ~ 555 47'r 568 . 611 ·651 562 493 491 . I 
. 1.5 . 984-: 69fl. 804 559 572 . 582 5.53 . 
16 . 540 744 6)5· 560 527 .. 592 '549 
17 · .579 608 603 .554, 552 533 _. 535 
· . . 18 " . 430 434 .423 528 515 . 534 6)6 
19 . SJJ . .521' 476 . 781 805 863 -. 817 
20 475 ' · 512 536 520 620 536 .. .532 
. . . 21 !181 541 608 .524 463 476 J80 460 ~ I . .. ... 
' 22 . . ~~ · 60 .539 682 741· 7.54 649 706 . 
0 . : _23 .590 3 . 696 .513 . 509 511 495 507 
?A 40.5 . 410 .511 0 . '423 429 ~ 393 . . 420 
" 
Onrall ~ .. 57( ~- - 561 ( .,578 580 ,584 - 562 587 Mean 
·; · ~ L 
. 
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Appendix B 
. , ,·· :\ 
. . \ Meon reaction tb.;, ln ... ~~ for. laoi.tridual aub.1ect8· ln 
Experillent IV. (L~ Left Visual .. Field, RVF • .,Rigbt Visual· 
F1elcl, Y • rotation arOund the Y axis, X • rotation aroum 




y ' X Z 
633 ·.503 562 
--. 448 .514 53l 
514 .543 582 
. 4)4 470 . 5:30 
~ 
488 399 491 
650 562 516 
402 47? -~ 
865 .-628 69) 
340 414 297 
361 337. 34.5 
5i9 ·49t . 60.5' 
573 6o8 624 
4S6 .511 .502 
·: . .506 . 496 lfBS 
525 ,'591 . ~.5 
. , 
471 · 535 507 
486 5~7 M8 
. 373. . ~ 400 .' 412 
676 . 684-. 734 
518 503 488 
·589 .584- 649 
. 506. 48.5 513· 
.,512 522 . 4.57 . 




r . x z· · 
'72.5 . 611 612 
_, 
'536 . ' 534 . 538 .. 
:?08 631 632 . . · 
" .546 547 44.5 
·;486 ~ 444 ' 
. 449 671 - '460 
';433. ~11 .: 37~ . 
786 700 . 724 ;· 
• 1 
. _!369 . ~ 428 
lw3 : 37l : 336 . . 
~3 . 517 510 
874 755 · . 646 
< . -, 0 
I . . 
. 547 .5~9 . 527 
I II' : 
;529 _4B8 505 
. 6t2 .. 681 .573 
I . 
568 · 589 ~sS6 
. ~3 531 .529 
·471 443 408 
784 ~7~ . 71~ '/ 
524 .518 53!>"· 
~2 - 628 .671 
. ~1 548 . .515-
4)8 .512' .5.50 
~ . 
471 4.50. c . 427 
<) 
.. . " 
,, \ ' 
· ~ 
. . ' . :. l 
·."Overall J. . 
. . . ~an s12 5:~.o ~ .519 ·. . ~ · . 5.51 
' ; , 1. . , •• • 
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Table 1 
' I 9~ ~~e ot ana.ly's1s ot variance for Experiaent I • 
. . 
. ... . 
... ~­/ . 
. ' q 
.. . 
'· . 
· ' · · \ Degrees of Freed.oa Mean · F SourceJr . ' ; DenoJiinator • 
· • • ,_;; 'f.' .. · rm. . · Den ~quare Ratio . 
• 0 _, ·, · · -- J•l' -. ,~·----...;._--:.::.'"'-· --------------------
... • r 
... ~. . . ~ .. Stt.ulus Position (A) 
• ' ~ (' ~ .. 





~ark\ ·(c) . 
. . . 
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1013 9-230 . . 
4401 
3112 0.616 , 
.5048 ' 
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AppeDdix C-
Table 2 
. . . 
su!Uaary table of· ~a-18 . or·· variance for Experiment II. 
.s. 
· Denoll1.nat · Degrees of ~ecfoa Mean ! F 
. or N1lll Den Square Ratio--sourceV 
. st~aulua Position (~ · AxS 

























. 2) 22790 a.oJ* 
2838 
2) 26)70 ' 0 ._,586· 
44962· 
. , 
23 . 7727 ~ 
-2640 -
49 • . ' 
. ..  
' . 
• I ' 
• 
AxC 1 . 2) . '304o o.sJO . 
-
23 AxCxS. .. " 57o6 






· AxBxC .wxexs 1 23 46) 0.116 
. 't_ 
AxBxCxS( 23 3999 . 
'. 
. . 
Subjecb (s) 2j 101700 
~ 
. ' . 
.. . . . 
* p < .01 
. ' . . 
. ·. 
' ... 
. ' . 
·, . 
~ I • ' . ( 
' .... 
. . " 
. . . .. 
·. .. . . 
' ·, ~ •. ' . . .. . . 
. ·. 
.· 
• j' , ,; : ' •' o ~: I . t , .. 
. ~ . 
' .. 
I • • I o - • : • I • 
~ . . . 
. • ' 
• • • 4 
'· . 










, Table 3~ ' 
SUJIJI8r,y table of ~sis of variance . tar Kxper1Jient II~. 
Souroe I De -.a--·t . ·Degrees ot Freedoa • Mean F . . , no~ or.· · . NUll Den Square Ratio · 
Stillulus Position (A) AxS . 1 23 88 o.osa 
1508 AleS . 23\. 
Orientation (B) BxS 1 2) 3640 1.788· 
.so. 
.· 
.. ' . 
BxS · 23 2035 . 
·Ha'In (c). .. CxS 
~ 




Axe . ' AxCxS 
.• • 1 
' Ax~ ( . ' 
. . 
BxC, . . BxCxS . 
r . 
. 'BxClcS" 
.• AxBxC AxBxexs 
AiBxCxS . 








. 0 . . ,
... 
.. . ' .. 
' .)· . _'. . , 
: . . ' ... . 
. . , 
· . . · .. 
" .. ~ . . . ·. 
. , ·. 
_ .. . .. .· 








23 . . 
1 -
23 . : 
. 
. ' 
IP-1 . ... "".... • • 
·' 
. . . 
. . 
. ..... . 
. ' · . 
. . 
29.14 0.090 . . 
324.50 
. ~2~ ... - 1.423. 
26'19 -
1576 0.412 . 
. . . 3827 . 
1587 0.767 ' ·. 
2068 
76 . '() .022 
.. 
' 3575 ·' 
. ' . 
. ~ 
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